
The UV Box - Quickly becoming the 
standard in non-chemical disinfection 

of mobile handheld devices

NO Contest!

The UV Box KOs Infectious Contaminants 
AND the Ongoing Cost and Waste of Germicidal Wipes

VS

With The UV Box from AUVS Your Hospital’s Savings are Fast, 

Patients
C-Diff Wipe Cost per 

Patient, Annually
UV-Box 

Cost Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7

1 $255 $2,995 
10 $2,550 $2,995 -$445 $2,105 $4,655 $7,205 $9,755 $12,305 $14,855 
25 $6,375 $7,488 -$1,113 $5,263 $11,638 $18,013 $24,388 $30,763 $37,138 
50 $12,750 $14,975 -$2,225 $10,525 $23,275 $36,025 $48,775 $61,525 $74,275 
75 $19,125 $22,463 -$3,338 $15,788 $34,913 $54,038 $73,163 $92,288 $111,413 

100 $25,500 $29,950 -$4,450 $21,050 $46,550 $72,050 $97,550 $123,050 $148,550 
150 $38,250 $44,925 -$6,675 $31,575 $69,825 $108,075 $146,325 $184,575 $222,825 
200 $51,000 $59,900 -$8,900 $42,100 $93,100 $144,100 $195,100 $246,100 $297,100 

on Disinfecting Mobile Devices…

The UV Box protects patients, staff and their families by delivering up to 4.5 Log, 99.995% disinfection rate for 
C. diff spores and MRSA according to independent FDA Consulting Lab Protocol and Testing; And up to a 5.25 Log, 
99.999% disinfection rate for Norovirus. Plus, it does it in just 55 seconds! 
That’s great, but don’t overlook the financials benefits!

Based on an extremely conservative estimate of 12 C. diff wipes per patient, per day (an ongoing cost) to clean 
mobile devices versus one UV Box per 10 patients (a one time cost), your savings could be almost $300,000!

The Reality is Even Better!
The estimated savings shown above and other benefits dramatically improve when you 
consider real-world factors including:
 Reduced staff time to disinfect devices
 The likelihood of a higher use rate than 12 C. diff wipes per resident, per day
 Ongoing savings beyond the 7 years shown
 The opportunity to replace costly disposable items such as cables and lead wires, 

SpO2 sensors and disposable phone covers with permanent items that can be 
effectively disinfected with The UV Box

 Ending phone and screen damage by eliminating wipes used on those items
 Reducing the waste that wipes add to your local landfills 
 And most importantly, the reduction of even a single Hospital Associated Infection

They Keep Building – And, You’ll Be Protecting the Environment!

Germicidal Wipes

The UV Box

The Unanimous Decision

Designed and manufactured in the USA by Advanced Ultra-Violet Systems

Call: (716) 525-2127
Sales@AdvancedUVSystems.com
www.AdvancedUVSystems.com

Ask about fighting infection and building your hospital’s reputation with AUVS’ 1-2 punch: Hand Hygiene Plussm


